
CLIPPER OFFICE TESTER OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Mount feed hopper on top of cleaner. The Hopper will slide into place just under

the angled portion of the Hopper stop.

2. Select the (2) screens appropriate for the commodity to be cleaned/separated.

Usually, two screens will already be in place in the Office Tester. First place the

bottom screen in the lower angled slides, the blank portion of the screen should be

towards the slide-in side. Place the independent bottom screen blank directly

behind the bottom screen. Next, slide the top screen in the top slides. The spring

hook should finally be positioned to hold both screens in place.

3 The upper screen should be just large enough to allow the good seed to pass 

through, scalping off large trash. The lower screen should hold up the good seed, 

sifting out dirt, small weed seeds, shrunken or undersized seeds and other small 

trash. 

4 Remove the ribbed slide board located just above the spout, which discharges to 

the left when facing the hopper end of the cleaner. This will allow the bottom 

screen siftings to fall into the spout. 

5 Open the hopper gate allowing seed to feed onto the top screen. Adjust the feed so 

the good seed falls through the first one-half of this screen. 

6  Adjust the Blast Fan with the side Slide Plates to blow out lightweight trash. A 

few good seeds blown out with the trash indicate an appropriate air setting. The 

three-step pulleys can be adjusted to facilitate extra fan RPM 

Maintenance 

There are small oil holes in the following areas. Add a couple of drops of light weight oil 

every 50 hours of run time  

Top of the two wood bearing that hold the bottom fan shaft 

Top of the wood eccentric bearing that pushes the shoe back and forth 
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OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS 

Fan: 1025 RPM at full capacity 

Shoe: 536 RPM for drive shaft 

Motor: 1725-RPM motor 
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